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Decorative Handle    

Installation Instructions Modern Series Doors  
 

Detailed instructions for assembly of this handle on the Modern Series doors is covered with 

these instructions. The instruction manual that comes with your door shows the correct 

sections and height above the floor for mounting the two lift handles.     

 

NEVER PLACE HANDS BETWEEN DOOR SECTIONS WHEN LIFTING DOOR  

TO AVOID INJURY 

 

 

Example of a horizontal handle mount to match the panel flow Reserve Modern Series.    

 

Example of horizontal and vertical handle mount Canyon Ridge modern series. 

 

 

WARNING 
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Outside and Inside Lift Handle Attachment 
For Modern Series Doors.   
 
    

Use supplemental instructions that come with your door to 

determine general location of lower and upper handles as 

they position on the sections.  The handles can be placed 

in both vertical and horizontal positions to fit the panel 

designs. See photo examples.   

 

Once handle location is determined use inside galvanized 

handle as a template for marking location of holes to be 

drilled through door and overlay boards.  Drill 5/16 holes 

straight through the door. (Fig. 8-A)  Install bolts through 

inside handle (back of section) and thread mounting studs 

on the ends of each bolt by hand on the front side of the 

door.  DO NOT tighten at this time. 

 

Note Bolt Length: Outside handle will not install if bolt 

extends more than 5/8” beyond outside face of door. 

 

Canyon Ridge doors:  Use 2-3/4” long bolts on single 

overlay board locations.  If your handle mount location 

has two overlay boards use the 3-1/2” long bolts. 

 

Modern Reserve doors:  Use 2-3/4” long bolts for Reserve 

Collection Modern wood doors.  These doors are 

approximately 2-3/8” thick.  The 3-1/2” long bolts are 

used on other door models and therefore can be discarded.       

 

 

 

Assemble the outside lift handle with black screws 

provided.  Orient set screw holes off to one side. (Fig.8B) 

Tighten black screws with 3/16 Hex or Allen wrench. (Not 

provided)  Thread small set screws into handle until flush 

with outside of the handle.      

 

  

 

Place outside lift handle over handle studs. (Fig. 8-C) 

Tighten set screws with 3/32” Hex or Allen wrench (Not 

provided) holding handle flush to door surface.   At this 

point the long through bolts can be tightened one turn 

from the inside of the door section. Do not tighten 

excessively.   
 
  

 

 
FIG. 8-A 
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FIG. 8-B 
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